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Segment 3: Instructional Leadership in the Context of FSL

Part A – Building Courage
Female: Welcome to this segment of the video series From Awareness to Action: 

Reflections from the FSL Principal Focus Group.  The purpose of this section 
is to highlight through the voices of the principal focus group members, a 
number of effective professional learning models in FSL to assist principals 
and vice-principals in the role of instructional leader. And to look more closely 
at Strategic Focus Area 5 of the Framework for FSL document entitled 
Implementing Effective Practices in Planning, Teaching and Assessment. 

KS: Often I go in as an educator and I work with math teachers.  And do I know 
all the discreet elements of maybe a 7, 8 curriculum or even a high-school 
curriculum?  No, I don't.  But I offer to teachers a model and a structure, and I 
think that that's what the non-FSL, principals who don't have an FSL 
background, they offer affirmation, they offer a model, they offer a structure, 
they offer to teachers that feedback piece in terms of what's happening.  
Because I think that they have a sense—I think—I know that they have a 
sense of what good teaching is, and good teaching in a Math classroom, 
good teaching in an FSL classroom, they'll realize that the kids are engaged 
with the task.  They'll realize that there's lots of oral language happening in 
the classroom.  So I think that there's a lot of great resources out there. You 
do have to do some reading, you have to do some research especially if this 
is not your background.  But I don't think that's it's an impossible task to be a 
leader in a school, and even in a French Immersion school without having a 
French background.

LS: If a teacher is, as part of her or his annual learning plan, identifying areas of 
growth, then as an administrator it's our duty to support them by the 
professional development, by the partnering, by setting themselves up with a 
mentor or setting up a visit at another school.  It can be done.  If you don't 
know how to do it yourself, there are always people in our board, or 
colleagues or families of schools that we can find that help for our teacher 
with.  So, as I say being a model, learning yourself, and being a model as 
someone who supports learning is the most important thing. 

KS: And the principals who are involved—and Fullen(?) talks about the fact that 
there's a lot of power in the principal being in the classroom and actually 
being part of the professional learning.  So that when the principal is there(?) 
and part of that professional learning, I think there's a lot of power in that as 
well. 




